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Deterministic three-dimensional self-assembly of Si through a rimless
and topology-preserving dewetting regime
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Capillary-driven mass transport in solids is typically understood in terms of surface-diffusion limited kinetics,
leading to conventional solid-state dewetting of thin films. However, another mass transport mechanism,
so-called surface-attachment and detachment limited kinetics, is possible. It can shrink a solid film, preserving
its original topology without breaking it in isolated islands, and leads to faster dynamics for smaller film
curvature in contrast with the opposite behavior observed for surface-diffusion limited kinetics. In this work,
we present a rimless dewetting regime for Si, which is ascribed to effective attachment-limited kinetics mediated
by the coexistence of crystalline and amorphous Si phases. Phase-field numerical simulations quantitatively
reproduce the experimental observations, assessing the main mass transport mechanism at play. The process
can be exploited to obtain in a deterministic fashion monocrystalline islands (with 95% probability) pinned
at ≈500 nm from a hole milled within closed patches.
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I. INTRODUCTION27

Thin films of organic or inorganic compounds have the28

tendency to break as a consequence of the minimization29

of their surface energy density. When perturbed, liquid [1],30

polymer [2], and crystalline films [3] bead over time by31

dripping into tiny droplets featuring a particular size and32

shape determined by the interactions with the substrate, the33

surrounding atmosphere, and the initial film thickness.34

Although dewetting of metals is a phenomenon conve-35

niently exploited for important applications [4] (such as36

the formation of gold seeds for vapor-liquid-solid growth37

of nanowires [5]), its use in silicon is largely unexplored38

in spite of the manifold advantages it offers with respect39

to common bottom-up and top-down nanofabrication meth-40

ods. Being a spontaneous phenomenon driving significant41

and controllable changes of morphologies, it offers inter-42

esting technological perspectives. Indeed, it has been ex-43

ploited to (i) implement a three-dimensional (3D) Si island44

in a strain-free system (in contrast with the conventional45
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Stranski-Krastanov approach used in IV-IV and III-V semi- 46

conductor compounds) [6]; (ii) form monocrystalline and 47

faceted (atomically smooth) structures, free from defects and 48

from the typical roughness produced by conventional etch- 49

ing methods [7–10]; (iii) directly fabricate monocrystalline 50

islands on electrically insulating substrates (SiO2) [11]; (iv) 51

frame, when assisted by templates, complex, monocrystalline 52

and ordered nanoarchitectures, with the additional advan- 53

tage of reduced etching time with respect to conventional 54

lithographic approaches [12,13]; (v) form dielectric meta- 55

surfaces for application in photonics at visible and near- 56

infrared frequencies [9,14–16]; (vi) implement devices over 57

large scales in a time that is independent of their size; 58

(vii) tune the size of the particles by setting the initial film 59

thickness and independently tune their density by adding 60

germanium during growth [16]; and (viii) obtain core-shell 61

structures [10]. 62

So far, shape instabilities of thin crystalline films have 63

been attributed mainly to capillary-driven mass transport at 64

the crystal surface [17,18] and are well understood in terms 65

of surface diffusion limited kinetics (SD) [19–25]. In this 66

regime, common to metals and semiconductors, the film re- 67

tracts forming a thick rim. In turn, the rim undergoes further 68

instabilities (such as bulging and finger formation) and finally 69

breaks into isolated islands. In templated crystalline films of 70

semiconductors and metals, a remarkable example of dewet- 71

ting via SD is the spontaneous pattern formation of complex72

nanoarchitectures [13,26–28].73
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A different capillary-driven shape evolution ruled by sur-74

face attachment limited kinetics (SALK) was proposed in 199575

by Cahn and Taylor [29] and thoroughly discussed by Carter76

and coworkers [30] for faceted crystals [31]. Such dynamics77

occurs when the phase surrounding the solid (e.g., a fluid, such78

as the atmosphere, or a thin surface layer having different79

properties) allows fast transport of atoms. In this case, the80

attachment or detachment of atoms to the surface of the solid81

is the rate-limiting step [30,32,33]. If the surrounding fluid82

is the fast transport pathway, the mechanism is known as83

evaporation-condensation.84

This mechanism has not yet been reported in the context85

of single-crystal thin-film dewetting. However, SALK at play86

in these systems would lead to a peculiar dynamics including87

volume conservation and shape-preserving evolution: In con-88

trast with SD, no isolated islands are expected at the end of the89

process and one individual object preserves its topology while90

shrinking, as illustrated in Ref. [30]. Thus, given the broad91

interest in the stability of thin films, providing the conditions92

to realize and control this unexplored self-assembly method is93

of the utmost importance.94

Here we report on solid-state dewetting of ultrathin,95

monocrystalline, solid films of silicon on SiO2 (UT-SOI)96

which may be ascribed to SALK. A partially amorphous97

layer atop of a UT-SOI is obtained by patterning trenches98

and closed patches via focused ion beam. This amorphous99

layer provides the high-mobility phase necessary for fast mass100

transport during annealing while recrystallization takes place.101

Early stages of dewetting show the absence of a receding rim,102

a uniform thickening of the Si layer, and a faster dewetting103

speed for larger patches with a corresponding lower height.104

This evidence is benchmarked against phase-field simulations105

of stripes and closed patches evolving under SALK. Finally,106

we show that this process can be controlled by milling pierced107

patches for the deterministic fabrication (with ≈95% proba-108

bility over 180 trials) and positioning (within ≈500 nm from109

the milled hole) of monocrystalline silicon islands. The island110

size is, to a first approximation, independent on the initial111

patch surface.112

II. RESULTS113

A. Experimental methods114

An 11-nm-thick UT-SOI on a 145-nm-thick buried oxide115

was milled with free patterns (e.g., trenches, circles squares,116

pits) with a liquid-metal ion-source focused ion beam (FIB,117

Ga+ ions, milling current about 10 pA, beam energy 30 keV)118

and annealed at 780 ◦C in ultrahigh vacuum (Fig. 1, further119

details of the experimental methods are reported in the Sup-120

plementary Material [SM] [34]) [9,12,15]. Two monolayers of121

Ge were supplied to enhance the surface diffusion and trigger122

the dewetting. From electron diffraction spectroscopy after123

dewetting, we estimate a Ge content of 2%, which is close124

to the sensitivity of the instrument (not shown).125

B. Experimental results 126

We first compare the evolution of square patches etched 127

via FIB against the case of electron beam lithography and 128

reactive ion etching (e-beam and RIE, Fig. 2). Details for this 129

FIG. 1. (1) Scheme of the UT-SOI (initial thickness h0 =
11-nm-thick UT-SOI atop 145-nm-thick buried oxide, BOX) and
liquid-metal ion-source focused ion beam used to mill free patterns
(e.g., trenches, squares, circles, pits, etc); (2) removal of native oxide
via wet etching; (3) annealing in the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) of a
molecular beam epitaxy reactor. First, the samples are annealed at
600 ◦C for 30 min followed by deposition of two monolayers of Ge
and finally annealed at 780 ◦C for 120 min.

second case are provided in Refs. [13,35]. AFM profiles at 130

the edge of the patches [Fig. 2(c)] show a partial dewetting of 131

the UT-SOI for both cases and a lacking rim for the FIB case 132

in stark contrast with the e-beam and RIE case. Furthermore, 133

in addition to the ≈30-nm-thick rim all along the perimeter 134

of the patch found for the e-beam and RIE case, protrusions135

are formed at its corners as also predicted by sharp interface136

models [36–39]. These protrusions eventually lead to four137

islands depending on the initial aspect ratio of the square patch138

[13]. None of these features is observed when etching via FIB.139

FIG. 2. (a) Square patch etched via FIB after annealing. The
white dashed square highlights the original shape of the patch before
annealing. (b) Square patch etched via e-beam lithography and
reactive ion etching (e-beam and RIE) after annealing (see Ref. [13]
for details). The white dashed square highlights the original shape of
the patch before annealing. (c) Comparison between the patch edge
profile after annealing for both FIB (top panel) and e-beam and RIE
(bottom panel) etching extracted from panels (a) and (b) (highlighted
by dashed lines).
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FIG. 3. (a) Left (right) panel: square patch etched via FIB after
annealing oriented along the [110] ([100]) crystallographic direction.
The white dashed square highlights the original shape of the patch
before annealing. In both cases, a submicrometric, rectangular island
is formed next to the central hole after annealing. (b) Left (right)
panel: square patch etched via e-beam lithography and reactive ion
etching oriented along the [110] ([100]) crystallographic direction
after annealing. The white dashed square highlights the original
shape of the patch before annealing. See Ref. [13] for more details
on this case.

Further insight in the peculiarities of FIB etching with140

respect to e-beam and RIE can be obtained by modifying the141

initial patch design (Fig. 3) by milling a small hole at their142

center. When using FIB milling, we observe the formation143

of an island in contrast to the e-beam and RIE case where144

a complex behavior takes place with formation of rims and145

protrusion also around the central hole [13]. Moreover, by146

comparing the evolution of patches oriented along the stable147

dewetting front ([110] in-plane crystallographic direction)148

with the unstable counterpart ([100]), we observe an identical149

outcome for the FIB milling (no rim and a single island at the150

center of the patch) against a completely different outcome in151

the e-beam and RIE case (bulging and fingers formation along152

the unstable dewetting front). Note that this latter feature is153

commonly observed for SD dewetting of thin silicon films154

[6,40–45].155

A more systematic analysis of dewetting after FIB milling156

is provided for patches having different lateral width ob-157

tained from parallel trenches etched with different spacing158

[line-to-line distance dLL, Fig. 4(a)]. An example of a patch159

obtained from parallel trenches is shown in the SM, whereas160

here we focus only on their edges. Edge retraction (�x) 161

and patch height (h) are measured in 10 distinct points. The 162

corresponding values and error bars are obtained as average 163

and standard deviation for each dLL. This analysis highlights a 164

faster dewetting speed for larger patches and a corresponding 165

FIG. 4. (a) Height profile obtained from AFM images of parallel
trenches etched by FIB after dewetting. An example of the AFM
image showing the full patch width is provided in the SM [34].
From the left to the right panels, dLL = 2, 2.5, 3, and 4 μm. Shaded
areas highlight the original shape of the UT-SOI before annealing.
h0 highlights the original film height and h is its final height. �x is
a measure of the edge retraction distance from its original position
before dewetting. (b) Retraction distance �x (in unity of h0) as a
function of dLL . (c) Film height h (in unity of h0) as a function of dLL .
h, x, and the experimental errors are determined as average values
and standard deviations over ten measurements. See also the SM
[34].

slightly lower film height [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. This feature 166

is in contrast with the conventional case of SD, where larger 167

curvatures (smaller patch width) lead to faster kinetics. Height 168

fluctuations, reflected by the error bars, are in the range of 169

about 1 nm (one order of magnitude lower than the rim 170

thickness found in SD dewetting). 171

In order to understand the origin of these differences be- 172

tween the two dewetting dynamics, we perform microscopic 173

analysis of the initial state of the Si crystal after FIB etching. 174

Apart from sputtering, ion milling has several consequences 175

on the adjacent areas (Fig. 5). A monocrystalline (001) Si 176

sample etched via FIB in parallel trenches shows implantation 177

of the Ga+ ions used for milling and consequent amorphiza-178

tion of the superficial layers [below the etched trenches up179

to ≈70 nm deep, dark area am Si in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]180

as well as in the nearby areas. More precisely, at ≈800 nm181

from the milled trenches the silicon is crystalline (cr Si), at182

003400-3
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FIG. 5. (a) Dark-field TEM image of Si bulk (001) milled with
a Ga+ FIB. The platinum (Pt) protecting the TEM lamella, the
amorphous (am Si) and crystalline (cr Si) silicon are highlighted.
(b) An enlargement of the area highlighted in panel (a). [(c)–(e)]
Enlargements of the rectangles shown in panel (b). For each case,
the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform is shown.

≈700 nm the crystal shows some disorder (pol Si), whereas at183

≈600 nm the material is amorphous (am Si). A similar anal-184

ysis on thin films on insulators shows that the FIB-induced185

amorphization of the top layers extends over micrometer186

distances (further details are shown in SM [34]), confirming187

previous reports [46] and pointing out that patches having an188

extension of a few μm have their superficial layers partially189

amorphized.190

Unlike in FIB milling, this amorphous layer is not present191

in crystalline materials etched by RIE. In fact, in this latter192

case, the surface of the patches is protected by a resist or193

a metallic mask and only the exposed parts are affect by194

the etching, eventually leading to some roughness on the195

sidewalls in the range of ≈10 nm [47]. Thus, the dewetting196

dynamics of UT-SOI patches etched by e-beam and RIE can197

be simply ascribed to SD [13,17,18,36–39].198

The evolution observed in patches etched by FIB shows199

compelling similarities with the features typical of SALK,200

which is enabled by the presence of a high-mobility phase at201

the surface [30]. Owing to the much larger atom mobility of202

amorphous silicon with respect to the crystalline counterpart203

(with a difference of two orders of magnitude in the diffusion204

coefficient [48]), a reservoir of mobile material is present at205

the patch edges (as well as at its surface). This leads to an206

effective fast material redistribution over long distances (not207

limited by the film curvature as in SD) from the edges to the208

center.209

In the following section, the comparison of the experimen- 210

tal data with simulations reproducing the SALK dynamics is 211

shown, assessing the main features of the mechanism at play 212

during the evolution. 213

III. PHASE FIELD SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISON 214

WITH EXPERIMENTS 215

The outward-normal velocity of a surface evolving by 216

SALK is vSALK = M(K − μ), with M being a mobility 217

coefficient depending on the material properties (such as the 218

density of attachment sites and the attachment rate [30]), μ 219

being the local chemical potential on the surface, and K being 220

the average of the chemical potential along the surface to 221

impose volume conservation. For isotropic surface energies, μ 222

is proportional to the local surface curvature κ . This dynamics 223

ruled by SALK and described by vSALK differs from that by 224

SD, as vSD ∝ ∇2
�μ with ∇2

� the Laplacian evaluated along the 225

surface (�). Material transport under SALK prevents the local 226

accumulation of mass typical of SD leading to nonconven- 227

tional dewetting features, such as a bulk thickening of the film, 228

shape preservation, and lack of a receding rim [30]. 229

To assess the analogies of the morphological evolution 230

reported above with SALK, phase-field numerical simulations 231

were performed [49,50]. This approach can deal with complex 232

evolution possibly including topological changes regardless 233

of the dimensionality of the system: an auxiliary order pa- 234

rameter, ϕ (set to 1 in the solid and 0 on the outside with 235

a continuous variation in between), is considered to define 236

implicitly the surface of the solid phase as the isosurface 237

ϕ = 0.5. Morphological evolution of the solid is obtained 238

by setting the evolution law for ϕ [50,51], here meant to 239

reproduce vSALK. Within the considered phase field approach, 240

SALK is accounted for by 241

∂ϕ

∂t
= ε�ϕ + 1

ε
[B′(ϕ) + α], (1)

with B(ϕ) = 18ϕ2(1 − ϕ)2 and ε being a parameter control- 242

ling the extension of the interface between phases. α is a term 243

enforcing mass conservation at each time [49,52,53]: 244

α =
√

2B(ϕ)∫
	

√
2B(ϕ)d	

∫
	

B′(ϕ)d	, (2)

with 	 being the simulation domain. No-flux boundary con- 245

ditions are considered, enforcing a contact angle of 90◦ with 246

respect to the substrate. We consider isotropic surface-energy 247

focusing on the features of the process neglecting the ad- 248

ditional contributions of surface faceting (although feasible 249

within the phase-field framework [54–57]). Moreover, the 250

same framework can be adapted to account in detail for 251

other mechanisms occurring at the surface and driving forces 252

(see, e.g., Refs. [58,59]). The simulations were performed 253

exploiting the finite-element toolbox AMDiS [60,61] and es- 254

tablished numerical methods for phase-field approaches [62]. 255

Additional details about the model are reported in the SM 256

[34]. 257

We first compare full-3D simulations of square patches 258

having an aspect ratio of 1/40 evolving under SALK and 259

SD (Fig. 6). In the first case, we observe a rimless, confor- 260

mal dewetting with a homogeneous thickening of the patch, 261

whereas in the second case rim and protrusion at the cor-262

ners are found, as expected for pure SD dewetting dynamics263

[26,27,36–39]. For more details on simulations of SD, see264

Ref. [13]). This 3D case is of particular interest as differences265

with respect to standard SD dewetting leading to rims and pro-266

003400-4
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FIG. 6. (a) 3D phase-field simulations reproducing the dewetting
by SALK of a patch having aspect ratio 1/40. (b) Same as in panel
(a) for SD dynamics (for more details on this case, see Ref. [13]).

trusion at the patch corners are very evident and are similar to267

those previously discussed for the experimental cases (Fig. 2).268

Owing to the high-temperature annealing used to induce269

the dewetting, the amorphous phase is not only partially270

displaced toward the center of the patches but it is also271

recrystallized. This second process is confirmed by TEM1 272

imaging after annealing showing a slight crystal disorder in273

the area affected by the FIB amorphization (see the SM [34]).274

This implies that the SALK regime can be only observed in275

a relatively short time window, rendering a comparison of276

the 3D temporal dynamics of square patches with simulations277

(e.g., as those shown in Ref. [13]) not feasible.278

A quantitative comparison between data and theory is279

provided for the evolution of long patches having different280

lateral with dLL. The 2D phase-field simulations of dewet-281

ting via SALK were performed to compare with film aspect282

ratios r1 = 1/200 and r2 = 1/400, mimicking dLL = 2 μm283

and dLL = 4 μm (Fig. 4). A rimless thickening of the film is284

observed, together with a faster dewetting for larger stripes285

[Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) and Supplemental Material [34]). In fact,286

these trenches are further away from the equilibrium with287

respect to more closely spaced ones: the lower values of K for288

large stripes lead to larger driving forces at the edges of the289

film where μ > K , against a smaller tendency to thickening at290

its center as μ ∼ 0 and vSALK ∼ K .291

Deeper insight can be obtained from Figs. 7(b) and 7(c),292

where a faster dewetting speed for r2 against a faster thick-293

ening for r1 is shown during the evolution toward equilib-294

rium. This is in qualitative agreement with the experiments295

[Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. Finally, a direct comparison between296

theory and experiments for all the four investigated patch297

width shows a good agreement for time step t = 4, supporting298

the SALK-like dewetting mechanism at play [Fig. 7(d)].299

We conclude this section observing that dewetting via300

SALK is mass preserving. This is accounted for by a precise301

evaluation of the mass displacement from the sides of the302

patches toward their center (and eventually feeding the central303

island in pierced patches) as shown in the SM [34].304

IV. SELF-ASSEMBLY OF ISLANDS 305

Islands formation is often observed in closed patches espe- 306

cially when a central pit is milled at their center [Fig. 3(a)]. 307

Thus, we considered different patch sizes, shapes (triangle, 308

FIG. 7. (a) Representative stages of the evolution by SALK of
a rectangle (the cross section of a stripe) with height-to-base aspect
ratio r1 = 1/200. Time is expressed in arbitrary units. Simulation
are performed with h0 = 1. (b) Edge displacement over time for
patches with r1 = 1/200 and r2 = 1/400. (c) Thickening over time
for profiles with r1 and r2 (see also video in Ref. [34]). (d) Com-
parison between experimental and theoretical profiles. The red curve
represents the initial condition of the UT-SOI before annealing, the
black line represents the film at t = 4, and the symbols are the
experimental data (see also the SM [34]).

circle, square), presence or lack of a central pit, and orien- 309

tations with respect to the crystallographic axes, in order to 310

study and drive this phenomenon. 311

The general picture is described as follows: 312

(1) For small patches (aspect ratio >1/230), the film is 313

shrunk and a pyramidal island is found at the edge [Fig. 8(a), 314

left panel]. 315

(2) For larger patches, the film is shrunk but no island is 316

observed [Fig. 8(a), central panel]. 317

(3) For pierced patches, the film is shrunk and the forma- 318

tion of the island is triggered next to the hole [Fig. 8(a), right 319

panel]. 320

These features are common to all the investigated patch 321

shapes (e.g., square, circle, or triangle), sizes, and orientations 322

with respect to the crystallographic axes. 323

The presence of an island depends on the patch size and 324

the presence of holes in a highly reproducible fashion, as 325

shown by the probability of forming a single island within a 326

patch [p(1)] as a function of the initial patch surface S0 = L2
327

[Fig. 8(b)]. Without a hole and S0 > 10 μm2, p(1) is below 328

0.5 and it shows a decreasing trend when increasing S0; for329

smaller S0, p(1) approaches 1 and the islands are found at the330

patch edges. For pierced patches, p(1) is always larger than331

0.8 and it approaches 1 for S0 < 10 μm2.332
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FIG. 8. (a) Respectively from the left to the right panels: four
replicas of L = 2 μm squares, L = 4 μm square, and a pierced
L = 4 μm square. The white lines highlight the FIB milling. The
white dashed lines highlight the etched trenches and pit. (b) Island
formation probability p(1). Full symbols: probability p(1) to form
one and only one island pinned by the central hole in pierced
patches, as a function of S0 = L2. Empty symbols: p(1) (regardless
of its position within the patch) as a function of S0 for simple
(nonpierced) shapes. The symbol shape corresponds to the patch
shape. Each point represents at least 20 repetitions of the same patch
size and shape. The statistics merge patches oriented along the [110]
and [100] directions. (c) From the left to the right panel: pierced,
squared patches oriented along the [100] crystallographic direction.
The patch side L ranges between 2.5 and 4 μm. The white dashed
lines highlight the etched trenches and pit. (d) Island volume (right
axis) and height (left axis) extracted from (a) as a function of the
initial patch surface. Lines are linear fit to the data. The first points
(S0 = 4 μm2) are relative to a nonpierced squared patch [as those
shown in panel (a), left panel].

A remarkable peculiarity of the islands formed via SALK333

with respect to those obtained via conventional SD is that in334

the former case all the islands have a similar size irrespective335

of the starting patch extension [Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)], whereas336

in the latter case the initial patch surface and UT-SOI thick-337

ness set the final island dimension [12,15]. This suggests that338

size tuning by simply controlling the dewetting time could be339

achieved.340

V. DISCUSSION 341

Although rimless dewetting has been reported earlier in 342

thin films of metals (e.g., Ag [63], Fe [64], and Al [65]), in 343

all these cases the material was polycrystalline. As such, these 344

examples should not be confused with our report, where the 345

underlying material is monocrystalline UT-SOI surrounded 346

by a high-mobility, amorphous phase. A rimless morphology, 347

per se, does not account for SALK-like dewetting and it is not 348

inconsistent with the diffusion-controlled process. In fact, it 349

was attributed to SD combined with diffusion along the grain 350

boundaries [63,64] and along the film-substrate–over-layer 351

interfaces [64,65]. The features of SALK-based dewetting go 352

beyond this specific aspect common to other systems as it also 353

involves (1) a faster retraction speed for lower overall curva- 354

ture and (2) a bulk thickening of the solid that was not reported 355

in the aforementioned cases. Similar considerations hold for 356

the case of UT-SOI dewetting [66,67] for patterned patches 357

and spontaneous dewetting [68]: These rimless processes did 358

not account for SALK but were interpreted as conventional 359

SD dewetting. Besides, the partial characterization of the 360

system does not allow for a more direct comparison. 361

The ordering of Si islands is a necessary step for any 362

attempt to integrate these structures into existing Si-based 363

electronic devices (owing to the need for mandatory spatial 364

addressability). In our case, the underlying SALK-like process 365

at play allows forming Si islands directly on pristine UT- 366

SOI, a possibility forbidden in homoepitaxy as well as in 367

conventional solid-state dewetting evolving under SD, where 368

the buried oxide is completely denuded. Conventional hybrid 369

top-down–bottom-up methods for deterministic 3D islands 370

formation rely on complex fabrication steps (e.g., e-beam 371

lithography and reactive ion etching) and epitaxial growth 372

employing strain [69] (Stransky-Krastanov). In contrast, our 373

method is a direct FIB milling process followed by annealing. 374

The size homogeneity of the dewetted islands, irrespective 375

of the initial patch extension, is also a fingerprint of the main 376

role played by amorphization of the UT-SOI skin. This is 377

in stark contrast with conventional dewetting via SD and in 378

general with most self-assembly processes (e.g., nucleation 379

via Stranski-Krastanov). This feature is important in view of 380

the formation of 3D nano-objects on thicker SOI and could 381

potentially permit the fabrication of AFM tips and cantilevers 382

[70]. The range of applicability of our method for Si islands 383

goes beyond that: Dielectric Mie resonators [9,14,15], solid- 384

state memories, and strain arrays for 2D materials [71] are 385

only a few examples of possible uses. Furthermore, given the 386

similarities commonly found between dewetting of thin films 387

of metals and semiconductors, we expect that, in analogy with 388

the SD regime [13,27,28], such SALK-like process can be 389

extended to metals, which will further widen the range of 390

applicability of our method. 391

By comparing our results with similar samples etched by 392

FIB and annealed at a higher temperature (quickly recrys- 393

tallized, see the SM [34]), we confirm that the SALK-like 394

features are specific of the amorphous phase surrounding the 395

crystalline patch. In pierced and quickly re-crystallized solids 396

[12], we observe the features of SD: Formation of islands 397

occurs at the patch corners or edges whereas no island is 398

observed near the central hole. 399

Unlike what is expected for an anisotropic mass transport400

on a crystal evolving under SD (different dewetting speed401

along stable and unstable dewetting fronts, Fig. 3(b) [72,73]),402

we observe the same dewetting outcomes for patches ori-403
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ented along [110] and [100] axes (Fig. 3), further support-404

ing the hypothesis of mass transport through the amorphous405

phase.406

Despite the high reproducibility of the experimental results407

(tested also in other samples), justifying the island formation408

from analytical or numerical modeling is not straightforward:409

Nucleation events for the island (that cannot be traced back410

to energy considerations leading to SALK or SD) should411

be taken into account. Moreover, a full model including the412

recrystallization dynamics in 3D (and not only an effective413

model focusing on the material transport at the surface) should414

be considered to capture the different morphologies and it is415

far beyond the scope of the present work. Nonetheless, we416

observe that all the rectangular islands have sides oriented417

along the [100] and [010] in-plane crystallographic directions.418

This is a feature often observed in (Si)Ge-based structures on419

Si-based (001)-oriented substrates, nucleated via the Stranski-420

Krastanov mechanism [74–76]. This analogy suggests that lo-421

cal strain accumulation nearby the central pit during dewetting422

may be the origin of island formation in our system.423

Based on the results obtained for trenches, the central424

hole in pierced patches can be regarded as a dewetting front425

expelling mass but, at the same time, competing with the fast426

fluxes coming from the edges. Owing to the reduction of the427

dewetting speed at the center of the patch and to the local428

thickening of the layer fed by the inward flux from the edges,429

mass can be accumulated. Other local conditions (e.g., strain430

accumulation, facet formation during recrystallization) may431

act as seeds for island formation.432

VI. CONCLUSIONS 433

In conclusion, we realized the experimental conditions 434

achieving a peculiar dewetting regime whose main feature 435

corresponds to surface attachment limited kinetics. In contrast 436

to conventional surface diffusion, the dewetting kinetics is 437

here faster for lower average curvatures, occurs without rim 438

formation, and brings a solid film to thicken while shrinking, 439

as accounted for by experiments, numerical simulations, and 440

their detailed comparison. As a result, the topology of the 441

system and the breakup of the thin film, typical of standard 442

dewetting mechanisms, is prevented. Beyond fundamental 443

interest in this mass transport process for Si thin films, we also 444

demonstrated that it can be efficiently exploited to determin- 445

istically form monocrystalline sub-micrometric islands sitting 446

on large patches of pristine UT-SOI. Our approach provides 447

an alternative way to form 3D islands and combines the 448

benefits of top-down fabrication and bottom-up self-assembly 449

(e.g., atomically smooth islands). Beyond the experimental 450

evidence of this mass transport regime in a dewetting process 451

for Si, this method is a distinct approach for specific ap- 452

plications such as the implementation of position-controlled, 453

nanocrystal-based memory devices, dielectric Mie resonators, 454

and cantilever tips for atomic force microscopes. 455
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